Raising A Prince Without A King: A Single Mother's Journey To Victory
Synopsis

In this masterfully written book LaVeda Jones addresses the problem of single motherhood with insight and candor. In her relaxed gentle style she takes us on an emotional rollercoaster that most single mothers experience. This book is about a woman who suffered dashed hope, failure, fear, the absence of peace, the squashing of self-confidence, the abandoning of friends, to a woman rising from the ashes to becoming person of strength, faith and courage.
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Customer Reviews

As a single mother or 2 boys in today’s world of confusion, this book was just what I needed to give me that extra push! I saw myself on each page I turned. It was a heart wrenching, reminiscent, tearful, and joyous read. LaVeda did an awesome job inspiring me to push past all the negative stereotypes, dust off my cape, and go on to be the best mom I could possibly be! I read this book in 3 days and after doing so I dusted off my cape and have proudly been wearing it ever since because I AM A SUPERMOM to 2 amazing princes!!! Bravo LaVeda Jones! You’ve got a winner with this one!

A very inspiring book from beginning to end. It gives single mother’s a better understanding of some of the things that they may be experiencing in life. It gives single mothers and father’s the will to survive under all circumstances. It is a must read for anyone that is parenting at any age. Reading this book is like living the authors life through her eyes.

Whether you are a single mother yourself, or know someone who is, LaVeda Jones captures the
emotions, trials, fears and uncertainty - and shares how through faith, her life is healed and given a path to help others. A wonderful book, easy read and will remain in my library and shared with others.

Quick read with lots of inspiration and information. Great book for all parents, not just single parents. Highly recommended and would make a great gift.
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